
Engineering Excellence 

Honda Motor Company, Limited is a multinational 

corporation, engine manufacturer and engineering 

corporation headquartered in Tokyo, Japan. The 

company is the 5th largest automobile 

manufacturer as well as the largest engine-

maker in the world, producing more than 14 

million internal combustion engines each 

year. Hero Honda, a joint venture between India's 

Hero Group and Honda, apparently is the largest 

manufacturer of two wheelers in the world.

Honda manufactures  automobi les  and 

motorcycles, trucks, scooters, robots, jets and jet 

engines, ATV, watercraft, electrical generators, 

marine engines, lawn and garden equipment, and 

aeronautical and other mobile technologies. 

Honda's line of luxury cars is branded Acura in 

North America and China. More recently they have 

ventured into mountain bikes.
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Front-runner in Fuel-efficiency

With high gas prices and a weak US economy in June 2008, Honda has reported a 1% sales increase while 

its rivals including the Detroit Big Three and Toyota have reported double-digit losses. Analysts have 

attributed this to the model lineup which is the most fuel-efficient in the industry, as the company 

avoided contesting int the US truck and SUV market, and its flexible factories being loaded with the most 

modern equipments to produce in-demand vehicles.

The Civic and the Accord figure in the top five lists of sales, the Civic supplanting the Ford F-150 

to become the top-selling vehicle in the United States.

Pioneering Initiatives

Although a relatively small manufacturer compared to the other Japanese automakers, Honda is the 

largest engine maker in the world. Honda has a number of firsts in the following categories. 

• The first engine to meet the 1970 US to meet the Clean Air Act (1975 CVCC).

• The first luxury Japanese car (1985 Legend).

• Motorcycle (2006 Gold Wing bikes) equipped with an airbag. 

• Mid-size pickup truck with independent rear suspension (2006 Ridgeline).
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The 2006 Ridgeline was a reintroduction of the concept of a Uni-Body truck. Earlier examples of this 

concept are the Subaru Brat, Volkswagen Rabbit pick-up, and Dodge Rampage/Plymouth Scamp.Honda 

has also pioneered new technology in its HA-420 HondaJet that allows new levels of reduced drag, 

increased aerodynamics and fuel efficiency thus reducing operating costs. Honda's robot ASIMO as an 

R&D project brings together expertise to create a robot that walks, dances and navigates steps.

In Takanezawa, Japan, on June 16, 2008, Honda Motors produced the first assembly-line FCX Clarity. 

More efficient than a hybrid vehicle, the FCX Clarity combines hydrogen and oxygen from ordinary 

air to make electricity. The vehicle does not emit any pollutants and its only byproducts are heat and 

water. The FCX Clarity also has an advantage over hybrids in that it does not require a rechargeable 

battery and the use of electricity. 

Honda Racing Corporation (HRC) was formed in 1982. The company combines participation in 

motorcycle races throughout the world with the development of high potential racing machines. Its 

racing activities are an important source for the creation of leading edge technologies used in 

the development of Honda motorcycles. HRC also contributes to the advancement of motorcycle 

sports through a range of activities that include sales of production racing motorcycles, support for 

satellite teams, and rider education programs.

Hydrogen-powered fuel-cell vehicles

Racing History 

Honda insight - Hybrid electric automobile

Hondajet-Deliveries to begin in 2010
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